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The district must maintain an Access Log recording each request for access to and each disclosure of personally identifiable information from the education records of the student. The Access Log must be maintained as long as the student's records are maintained by the district, and must include for each request or disclosure: the parties who have requested or received access, and their legitimate interests in the information. Exceptions to the above include the parent or adult student, a school official, a party seeking directory information, a party seeking or receiving records in compliance with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena that includes a directive not to disclose the subpoena. 
Party Requesting  Access or Accessing
What interventions can be used to reduce the likelihood of the behavior?
Affiliation of the Party
What can you do to change the trigger?
Date of Access
What specific behavior will the student be taught to do instead of the challenging behavior?
Legitimate Interest of the Party
What interventions can be used to make the problem behavior ineffective?How will the challenging behavior be redirected or ignored?How will the replacement behavior be reinforced?
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